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AS THE HOLIDAYS APPROACH 

 The Holidays are upon us. It seems to make its appearance earlier each year. I 

wish that there was something that I could say or do to make it easier. I have 

found that the holidays have gotten gentler with time. This year marks our 15th 

Christmas since Helen’s death. She would have been 16 this year, a junior in high 

school… There is not a day that goes by that I don’t think of her and wonder how 

she would have looked. Her likes/dislikes and more… For some, their child 

remains forever at the age they died. For me, she grows with each year and I 

mourn all the milestones as they would have occurred. 

 Those new to their grief may feel conflicted as to how to get through the holidays. There is no right or 

wrong. Some may find comfort with family and friends, others may avoid celebrations and others may create 

new traditions. 

 I have always loved Christmas and all that came with it. Since her death, we start each holiday season with a 

pilgrimage to Oahu to take part in the Tree Trimming Ceremony put on by Kapi’olani Medical Center for 

Women and Children at the Central Union Church. Attending the ceremony brings me closer to her as I last held 

her, as this year it will take place on December 7th, 2016 at 7:00 pm. 

 On the second Sunday of December, we will join the countless other families around the world in a candle 

lighting tribute to our children. At our home, we dedicate our Christmas tree to Helen by adorning it with angels. 

Our collection has grown to where a 2nd tree was needed to accommodate our growing collection. 

 A candle is lit throughout the holidays as a gentle reminder of our children…  

 Each of us, in time, find a way to get through the holidays. Remember to take care of yourselves. 

 Wishing you all a gentle and safe holiday season. 

With Love and Support 

Patti (Helen’s Mom) 
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from The Season of Light 
By: Darcie Sims, Ph.D. [From the Nov/Dec 

1995 issue of Bereavement Magazine] 

Be Patient with Yourself 

Know that hardly anyone is as happy as you think 

they might be. We all have our hurts to bear. Do 
what you can this season and let it be enough. 

Be Realistic 

It will hurt, but don’t try to block bad moments. Be 

ready for them. Lay in a supply of tissues (a roll of 

toilet paper is even more efficient!). Let those 

hurting moments come, deal with them and let them 
go. 

Be Kind and Gentle to Yourself 

Figure out what you should do, balance it with what 

you are capable of doing and then compromise. 
Forgive yourself for living. 

Plan Ahead 

Grieving people often experience a lack of 

concentration. Make lists. Prioritize everything. 
Decide what is really important to you. 

Listen to Yourself 

As you become aware of your needs, tell family 
members and friends. 

Ask for Help When You Need It 

Take Care of Yourself Physically 

Eat right. Exercise (or at least watch someone else). 

Gift wrap some broccoli. If nothing else, jog your 

memory.  

Change Something 

Know that hardly anyone is as happy as you think 

they might be. We all have our hurts to bear. Do 
what you can this season and let it be enough. 

Leave the Word “Ought” out of this Holiday 

Season 

Hold on to Your Wallet and Charge Cards 

You can’t buy away grief, but you might be 

tempted to try. 

Understanding… 

That heartache will be unpacked as you sift through 

the decorations, but so, too, are the warm loving 

memories of each piece. Don’t deny yourself the 
gift of healing tears. 

Share Your Holidays 

With someone, anyone! Ride the ferry, visit a soup 

kitchen or nursing home, spend an evening at the 

bus station. There are lots of lonely people who 
could use your love and caring. 

Work at Lifting Depression 

Take responsibility for yourself. We cannot wait for 

someone else to wrap up some joy and give it to us. 

We have to do that for ourselves. Think of things 

you enjoy and give yourself a treat. (Cookies are 
often therapeutic!) 

Hang the Stockings 

Place a wreath on the grave. Do whatever feels right 
for you and your family. 

Light a Special Candle 

Not in memory of a death, but in celebration of a 
life and a love shared. 

Learn to Look for Joy in the Moment 

Get a pair of rose colored glasses and change the 

way you look at things. Joy happens when we look 
for it! 

Find the Gifts of Your Loved One’s Life 

Think of all the “gifts” that your loved one gave to 

you – joy, safety, laughter, companionship, etc. list 

these “gifts” on strips of paper and keep them 

somewhere close to you. Some may put them in a 

gift box while others may decide to place them in 

the stocking. Some may decorate the tree with them 

or simply keep them in a memory book or in a 

secret place. But, wherever you place them, know 

these small strips of paper hold treasures far beyond 

our capacity to understand. They hold tangible 

evidence that someone lived. It is a reminder that 

we did exchange gifts and that we still have those 

gifts, even if the giver has gone. 

Live Through the Hurt… 

So that joy can return to warm your heart! This is 

the Season of Light – for it is the season when we 

remember that once we loved and were loved. And 
that is the greatest light and memory of all!  
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Christmas Past, Christmas Present 
written November 20, 2006 

As the holidays approach, most bereaved parents feel anxiety, apprehension and some little 
bit of fear. The past is gone along with our beautiful children. We live in the now, the new reality, of 
holidays without our children. 

This will be my fifth Christmas without my son, Todd. It will be my fourth Christmas without his 
children. And yet, I find that on some small level, I am looking forward to the holiday. I imagine the 
Christmases of the past when Todd was growing up and after he started his family. I also imagine 
Christmases of the future where Todd’s children share in the traditions that their Dad so dearly loved. 
But that won’t happen. I have come to accept that wives and children go on with their lives. I have 
come to accept that my son’s children will not be a part of their father’s family, his heritage or his 
legacy. That is the reality. 

But I have also found that wonderful people can help make the holiday special. I do very little 
at Christmas. Some shopping….most of it on the Internet, a little in local stores. I send cash to my 
son’s children. I don’t know who or what they are these days, but cash is far better than something 
that has no significance to them. I do get pleasure in few things. I buy small toiletries for nursing home 
residents. I buy a gift for my dad’s sister who is now 88. I buy for my mom’s sister, my cousin, her 
husband and her daughter. I buy for my best friend. That’s enough buying. My husband and I decide 
whether we want something special for the two of us and, if so, we buy it. Otherwise, we skip the gift 
giving. We won’t be decorating this year, but we haven’t decorated for five years. 

We have changed our traditions….traditions that Todd loved so much. It is simply too painful 
to do this alone. We spend time with my family and a few friends. We marvel at the wonder that is 
Christmas for children. John and my aunt cook and my cousin, her daughter and I clean up in the big 
country kitchen of my cousin’s home. Gifts are exchanged. There is no Christmas tree, but the three 
acres in front of the house are decorated with all kinds of lights and lighted figures. Santa and his 
reindeer are in the front garden, close to the road. Angels, reindeer and more gather in the west 
pasture and front yard. The house is framed in lights. It’s quite lovely. For me that is enough. 

Christmas will never be what it once was, but I no longer dread the holidays as I once did. 
Some of my Compassionate Friends have returned to old traditions with their surviving children and 
maybe even with grandchildren. Each of us learns to deal with Christmas in our own way. Each year I 
am a different person with a new perspective on the holidays. Next year I may decide to skip it all or 
immerse myself in the season. My truth is ever changing. 

Find what is right for you. Pressures from others mean nothing. You choose whether a 
celebration is in order. You choose how to celebrate. You choose the old traditions or you choose 
some new ones…..maybe you choose nothing and decide to go with the flow of the moment. As 
bereaved parents, you will always remember your child at Christmas, but as the years add up and 
grief starts to release its grip on your soul, you may find that you can keep your child in your heart and 
have room for the spirit of Christmas as well. 

The holidays do get better. Life does get better. The days will gradually become softer and 
sweeter. The nights will ease into gentleness. Friendships will again have luster, and relationships will 
become deeper and more meaningful. That is the future for each of us. The present is driven by 
where we are in our grief. So for this and every Christmas Holiday season, be who you are and mark 
the day as you choose. 

May we all have serenity throughout the Holiday season and in the years ahead. 
Annette Mennen Baldwin 

In memory of my son, Todd Mennen 
TCF, Katy, TX 
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Have a Gentle and Peace-filled Holiday with 
warm and loving Memories. 



 

Giving Myself Permission 
1 year later – November 14, 2007 

It has been nearly five years since my only child died, but this will be my sixth Christmas without 
his unique enthusiasm, anticipation and happiness at the prospect of the holiday season. 

After two rocky attempts to handle the holiday season, I gave myself permission to do what I 
wanted to do. I am not accountable to anyone for my ups and downs at the holidays. Last year was 
easier than the previous year and that year was easier than the one before. But there is a reason for 
this: in talking with other members of our Compassionate Friends chapter, I realized that I owe no 
explanations. Therefore, I make it easy on myself and on those who love me. 

Instead of getting caught up in the commercialism of the holiday, I contemplate the true 
meaning of the season and initiate activities that have little to do with the season. I intentionally avoid 
Christmas because it is, simply, too painful for me. Others in our Compassionate Friends group have 
returned to their normal celebrations with children and extended family. Some have modified their 
traditions; a few have chosen to take a trip and escape the holiday memories entirely. 

We give ourselves permission to handle this time of year in a way that is most soothing to us. If 
we do not do this, we suffer setback after setback in our grief. We often make small concessions for 
others in our family, of course. But are we really in the spirit? Probably not. Does it really matter? 
Probably not. 

Each year I now put a wreath on our front door. I buy a gift for an underprivileged child and 
include a card that is signed with my son’s name. I send gift cards to those who I am morally obliged to 
remember and buy small gifts for friends and family who truly appreciate the thought and effort I have 
made. 

That’s Christmas now. I have given myself permission to handle it in the only way that keeps 
serenity, peace and hope in my heart. 

Annette Mennen Baldwin 
In memory of my son, Todd Mennen 

         TCF, Katy, TX 
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How to Help Ourselves Through the 
Holidays 

By Donna Kalb 

1) Family get-togethers may be extremely difficult. 

Be honest with each other about your feelings. Sit 

down with your family and decide what you want 

to do for the holiday season. Don’t set 

expectations too high for yourself or the day. If 

you wish things to be the same, you are going to 

be disappointed. Undertake only what each 

family member is able to handle comfortably. 

2) There is no right or wrong way to handle the day. 

Some may wish to follow family traditions, while 

others may choose to change them. It may help to 

do things just a little differently. What you 

choose the first year, you don’t have to do the 

next. 

3) Keep in mind the feelings of your children or 

family members. Try to make the holiday season 

as joyous as possible for them. 

4) Be careful of “shoulds” - it is better to do what is 

most helpful for you and your family. If a 

situation looks especially difficult over the 

holidays, try not to get involved. 

5) Set limitations. Realize that it isn’t going to be 

easy. Do the things that are very special and/or 

important to you. Do the best you can. 

6) Once you have made the decision on how you 

and your family will handle the holidays, let 

relatives and friends know. 

7) Baking and cleaning the house can get out of 

proportion. If these chores are enjoyable, go 

ahead, but not to the point that it is tiring. This 

year you could either buy baked goods or go 

without. 

8) Emotionally, physically and psychologically, it is 

draining. You need every bit of strength. Try to 

get enough rest. 

9) If you used to cut down you own tree, consider 

buying it already cut this year. Let your children, 

other family members, neighboring teens, friends, 

or people from your church help decorate the tree 

and house. If you choose not to have a tree, 

perhaps you could make a centerpiece from the 

lower branches of a tree, get a ceramic tree or a 

small table-top tree. 

10) One possibility for the first year may be to visit 

relatives, friends, or even go away on a vacation. 

Planning, packing, etc., keeps your mind 

somewhat off the holiday and you share the time 

in a different and hopefully less painful setting. 

11) How do you answer “Happy Holidays?” You 

may say, “I’ll try” or “Best wishes to you.” You 

think of many answers you don’t say. 

12) If you are accustomed to having dinner at your 

home, change and go to relatives; or change the 

time. Some find it helpful to be involved in the 

activity of preparing a large meal. Serving buffet 

style and/or eating in a different room may help. 

13) Try attending Christmas services at a different 

time and/or church. 

14) Some people fear crying in public, especially at 

the church service. It is usually better not to push 

the tears down any time. You should be gentle 

with yourself and not expect so much of yourself. 

Worrying about crying is an additional burden. If 

you let go and cry, you probably will feel better. 

It should not ruin the day for the other family 

members, but will provide them with the same 

freedom. 

15) Consider not sending or cutting back on your 

cards this year. It is not necessary to send cards, 

especially to those people you will see over the 

holidays. 

16) Do something for someone else, such as 

volunteer work at a soup kitchen or visit the 

lonely and shut-ins. Ask someone who is alone to 

share the day with your family. Provide help for a 

needy family. Donate a gift or money in your 

loved one’s name. 

17) Share your concerns, feelings, apprehensions, 

etc., as the holiday approaches, with a relative or 

friend. Tell them that this is a difficult time for 

you. Accept their help. You will appreciate their 

love and support at this time. 

18) Holidays often magnify feelings of loss of a 

loved one. It is important and natural to 

experience the sadness that comes. To block such 

feelings is unhealthy. Keep the positive memory 

of your loved one alive. 

19) Often after the first year, the people in your life 

may expect you to be “over it.” We are never 

“over it,” but the experience of many bereaved is 

that eventually they enjoy the holidays again. 

Hold on to HOPE. 

20) Don’t Forget: “Anticipation of any holiday is 

usually much worse that the actual holiday.
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Resolutions 
 

Every time the holiday season comes to a close, I feel as if I can hear a collective sigh of 
relief. This year was no different except that the sigh seemed louder and longer than in past 
years. Some years are like that for us. This one was certainly like that for me. No matter how 
difficult I thought the holidays would be to get through I was wrong. In some ways they were 
more difficult and in other ways, surprisingly, they were less difficult. The reality is that you and 
I, no matter how we anticipated the holidays, did get through them. We did survive the holidays 
and though it may be difficult for you to believe this now, there is no reason that this new year 
shouldn’t be better. 

Which brings me to a favorite topic for this time of year, New Year’s resolutions. 
Resolutions that I think are most helpful are those that concern our well-being. Above all else, 
resolve to take better care of yourself. Try to eat right and exercise. Find ways to nurture 
yourself—both your body and your mind. Remember all things in moderation. Seek advice from 
others when you need it and above all, ask for help when you need it. You won’t always get the 
help when you ask for it, but remember, if you don’t ask for it, you surely won’t get it. 

Another thing you can do to have a happier new year is to become more involved in our 
chapter of The Compassionate Friends. If you’ve not come to any meetings, or if it’s been a 
while, give it a try. Commit to attending at least three meetings. If you were to attend only one, 
you would not necessarily get a very good idea of what our meetings are like. Join us and make 
your needs known to us. 

This newsletter is another way you can become more involved in our chapter. Let us 
know what works for you and what doesn’t. Consider becoming a contributor. Tell us how we 
might be able to better serve your needs. 

Have a happier New Year!     Pat Akery TCF, Medford, OR 
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“The hardest time to 
learn about the process 

of grief is while you 
are in the midst of it.”  

Unknown Author 

 

  
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

  
The Compassionate Friends Honolulu Chapter candle lighting is Sunday, December 

11, 2016. It is held at La Pietra School For Girls in Waikiki, 2433 Poni Moi Rd. 

Ceremony begins at 6:30 pm. Candle lighting begins at 7:00 pm. Honolulu Marathon 

may still be in progress avoid Kalakaua Ave. Use Paki Ave. Bring a photo of your 

child, grandchild or sibling.  

  
                      griefHaven 

        So griefHaven, a private hideaway for you, came to life. This is one place 

where you will find a broad spectrum of currently available support tools--a 

foundation from which you may start rebuilding your life. This is your haven, 

and it is through your ideas, input, sharing, and participation that we will 

continue to grow and upgrade this site. So please let us know whenever you hear 

about anything that we should add. 

         My prayer is that somehow, some way, the word will eventually circle the 

globe, and griefHaven will become one place where those who are grieving can regularly come, sit down, 

and privately find strength, hope, comfort, and love.  

 

       The key to surviving this is HOPE. For if those who are suffering the horrific pain of losing a child 

see that others before them have gone on to build purposeful and meaningful lives, then they have the 

hope that they, too, can do the same. 

       As a few examples of support available, you will find a free newsletter, our amazing and 

professional video entitled "Portraits of Hope," a chat room for you to meet and talk with others, 

our beautiful Grief Pin, memory gifts and ideas for parents and others, and much, much more. 

 The website is http://www.griefhaven.org/index-firstpage.shtml  

LOVING LISTENERS: 
DAVID KANIAUPIO (808)222-6556 

TERRY KANIAUPIO (808)222-2729 
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The Honolulu Chapter of The Compassionate Friends operates solely on donations. Monetary gifts in any 

amount are deeply appreciated. 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/''/la+pietra
http://www.griefhaven.org/e-haven.shtml
http://www.griefhaven.org/order-DVD.shtml?dispatch=products.view&product_id=11
https://griefhaven.org/griefforum/index.php?board=6.0
http://www.griefhaven.org/order-pin.shtml?dispatch=products.view&product_id=1
http://www.griefhaven.org/index-firstpage.shtml


 

 

Voices of Parents, Grandparents, and Siblings 

GEORGE’S SEASON 

My son George died in November and was born in December, so I think of this 

time of year as George’s season, not just the holiday season. 

Through it all, my emotions are closer to the surface, and my dreams of George 

— some happy, some melancholy — more frequent. 

This year, Thanksgiving is the same day as the anniversary of George’s death. 

Twelve days later is the anniversary of his birth. Then come the holiday 

parties, then Christmas, more parties and New Year’s. It’s a tough season to 

get through. 

But I wouldn’t try to duck it for anything. There will also be the warm, catch-

up holiday phone conversations with relatives on the Mainland, plus the call I 

receive each year around November 24 from one of George’s closest friends. These are chatty calls, and 

George’s name may or may not even be mentioned. One good thing that’s happened is that I and the 

people I’m close to no longer feel uncomfortable bringing up his name — or not. 

There will be the quiet dinners at home with my wife, Kathleen, amid holiday decorations that have 

provided comfort before without my even realizing it. There will be a candle for George, along with the 

flowers that she regularly picks to place by his picture. 

Then there’ll be his younger brother, Konti, who will be home for the holidays. I’ve noticed how he, too, 

has become comfortable talking with me about his brother, recalling fights and goof-off times as easily as 

the nicer stuff. 

Even the parties will have their fun moments. I’m no longer intimidated by the prospect of holiday 

emotional attacks. They become less frequent as each year passes, and if they do happen, so what? Now I 

take them as just one more part of the season’s emotional richness. 

— Dave Pellegrin 

Editor’s Note 

Wishing everyone comfort and peace throughout the holidays. May you find some joy 

in this new normal we have inherited. I thank you all for your words of encouragement, 

wisdom, and hope this past year at our monthly meetings. Hoping you too have found some 

words of Encouragement and Hope as we enter the new year.  

Much Love and Aloha, 

David Kaniaupio, 

(Darryl’s Dad) 
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SOMETIMES you will never know the true 
value of a MOMENT until it becomes a 

MEMORY. 
Author Unknown 
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The Compassionate Friends Credo 

We need not walk alone. We are The Compassionate Friends. We reach 

out to each other with love, with understanding, and with hope.  

The children we mourn have died at all ages and from many different  
causes, but our love for them unites us. Your pain becomes my pain, just 

as your hope becomes my hope. 

We come together from all walks of life, from many different  
circumstances. We are a unique family because we represent many races, 

creeds, and relationships. We are young, and we are old. Some of us are  

far along in our grief, but others still feel a grief so fresh and so  
intensely painful that they feel helpless and see no hope. 

Some of us have found our faith to be a source of strength,  

while some of us are struggling to find answers. Some of us are angry, filled with  
guilt or in deep depression, while others radiate an inner peace. But  

whatever pain we bring to this gathering of The Compassionate Friends,  

it is pain we will share, just as we share with each other our love for the  
children who have died. 

We are all seeking and struggling to build a future for ourselves, but we 
are committed to building a future together. We reach out to each other  
in love to share the pain as well as the joy, share the anger as well as the  

peace, share the faith as well as the doubts, and help each other to  
grieve as well as to grow. 

We need not walk alone. We are The Compassionate Friends. ©2007 

The Mission of The Compassionate Friends 

When a child dies, at any age, the family suffers intense pain and may feel hopeless and isolated. The Compassionate Friends provides 
highly personal comfort, hope, and support to every family experiencing the death of a son or a daughter, a brother or a sister, or a 
grandchild, and helps others better assist the grieving family. 

The TCF Mission Statement 

The Mission of The Compassionate Friends is to assist families toward the positive resolution of grief following the death of a child of any 
age and to provide information to help others be supportive. 

***Please Consider Helping** 

I have found through my own experiences that helping others through their grief 
journey has strengthened my own journey. The memories of my son are positively 
reinforced as other bereaved parents share their stories and memories. We Need Not 
Walk Alone. That simple phrase resonates throughout my journey. There are other 
aspects to The Compassionate Friends that need help. If you have a talent – web 
design, writing, creativity, organizing, and greeters and would like to help others – 
please let us know. 
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